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COREFLECTIVE SUBCATEGORIES

BY

HORST HERRLICH AND GEORGE E. STRECKER

Abstract. General morphism factorization criteria are used to investigate

categorical reflections and coreflections, and in particular epi-reflections and mono-

coreflections. It is shown that for most categories with "reasonable" smallness and

completeness conditions, each coreflection can be "split" into the composition of two

mono-coreflections and that under these conditions mono-coreflective subcategories

can be characterized as those which are closed under the formation of coproducts and

extremal quotient objects. The relationship of reflectivity to closure under limits is

investigated as well as coreflections in categories which have "enough" constant

morphisms.

1. Introduction. The concept of reflections in categories (and likewise the dual

notion—coreflections) serves the purpose of unifying various fundamental con-

structions in mathematics, via "universal" properties that each possesses. His-

torically, the concept seems to have its roots in the fundamental construction of

E. Cech [4] whereby (using the fact that the class of compact spaces is productive

and closed-hereditary) each completely regular F2 space is densely embedded in a

compact F2 space with a universal extension property. In [3, Appendice III; Sur

les applications universelles] Bourbaki has shown the essential underlying similarity

that the Cech-Stone compactification has with other mathematical extensions, such

as the completion of uniform spaces and the embedding of integral domains in

their fields of fractions. In doing so, he essentially defined the notion of reflections

in categories. It was not until 1964, when Freyd [5] published the first book dealing

exclusively with the theory of categories, that sufficient categorical machinery and

insight were developed to allow for a very simple formulation of the concept of

reflections and for a basic investigation of reflections as entities themselvesi1).

The introduction of the categorical approach also automatically yielded the dual

theory of coreflections which previously seems not to have been generally

investigated(2). Since Freyd's beginning investigation, significant general results
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(x) The initial definition of reflection, and categorical results relating to it, actually first

appeared in 1960 in Freyd's thesis, Functor theory.

(2) In 1963 Gleason [6] pointed out a type of construction that could be performed in the

category of topological spaces, which generalized his construction that associated with each

topological space a locally connected space having a universal mapping property. These methods

and ideas seem to have been the forerunner of the general study of coreflective subcategories.
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concerning reflective subcategories have been obtained by Isbell [14], [16], Kennison

[18], Husek [11], [12], and Baron [1], [2]. Some more specialized results, mainly

within the realm of general topology but having implications in the theory of

reflective and coreflective subcategories, have been obtained by Arhangelskiï,

Franklin, Gleason, Isbell, Kennison, Steenrod, van der Slot, and the authors of

this paper.

This is the first of two papers which will be concerned specifically with the

notion of coreflections. The current paper, Coreflective subcategories will deal

within the realm of general category theory and will provide, along with some new

results about coreflective subcategories, some generalizations of theorems which

are more or less well known to specialists in the field. Note that because of the

intrinsic nature of category theory, each result in this paper has a corresponding

dual statement of concomitant interest. For the sake of brevity, however, we

will refrain from forming these dualizations.

The second paper, Coreflective subcategories in general topology will provide some

applications of the general theory of coreflections to general topology. In doing

so, similarities among classes of such seemingly dissimilar topological structures

as discrete spaces, locally connected spaces, sequential spaces, and ^-spaces

will become apparent. It will be shown that many of the "nice" properties of

these classes follow immediately from the fact that each class is a coreflective

subcategory of the category of topological spaces. Attendant generalizations

of some of these topological notions and of theorems valid for them will

follow.

2. Preliminaries. In this section we state some necessary definitions, give some

examples and provide several preliminary results concerning coreflective sub-

categories. Theorems 1 and 2 are two rather well-known results due to Freyd about

the preservation of limits and colimits by coreflective subcategories. We include

the proofs for the sake of completeness.

Assumptions. In what follows, each category under consideration will be assumed

to have at least one object, and all subcategories will be assumed to be both full

and replete(3). All categorical notions which are not defined explicitly will have

the connotation ascribed to them by Mitchell [19](4).

Definition 1. If % is a subcategory of the category ß and if for each object X

in ©, there exists an object X% in 91 and a morphism c« : Aa -> X such that for

each object A in 9t and each morphism/: A -> X, there exists a unique morphism

/' : A —> X% such that the diagram

(3) A subcategory SI of a category £ is said to be replete if each object in <£ which is iso-

morphic to an object in 31, must be in a.

(4) Note that the most crucial definition of this paper, i.e., that of a coreflection, is dual to

that in [19]. The definition used here is standard with most authors, however.
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commutes, then 9Í is said to be a coreflective subcategory of& (or is coreflective

in (£) and c% is called a coreflection morphism from X% to X. Furthermore, if each

c% is a monomorphism (resp. an epimorphism) then Si is said to be a mono-

coreflective (resp. an epi-coreflective) subcategory of (£.

The dual concepts are reflective subcategory and reflection morphism.

Examples. 1. The category of all torsion groups is mono-coreflective in the

category of all abelian groups.

2. The category of all groups, each of which coincides with its commutator

subgroup, is mono-coreflective in the category of all groups.

3. The category of all commutative nilrings is mono-coreflective in the category

of all commutative rings.

4. The category of all fine uniform spaces is both mono-coreflective and epi-

coreflective in the category of all uniform spaces.

5. The category of all locally connected spaces (resp. ^-spaces, resp. sequential

spaces) is both mono-coreflective and epi-coreflective in the category of all topo-

logical spaces(5).

Lemma 1. If W. is a coreflective subcategory of the category (S, with coreflection

morphisms c%: X% -+ X, and if f and g are morphisms in % such that for some c%,

cnf=cng, thenf=g.

Proof. Immediate from the uniqueness requirement of Definition 1.

Proposition 1. Every epi-coreflective subcategory, % of a category, S, is also

mono-coreflective in S.

Proof. Let c%: X%^- X be any coreflection morphism such that for given

morphisms/, g: Y —> X% in Œ, c%f=c%g. Since y is in © there exists a coreflection

epimorphism c% : Tji -»■ Y. Now

c%{fc%) = (c%f)ck = (C3lg)cá = c%{gc%).

Thus since fc'% and gck are in % by Lemma 1 it follows that fck=gc'% so that since

c% is an epimorphism, f=g. Hence c% is a monomorphism.

Definition 2. Let © be a category and let / be a small category.

(i) A diagram in (£ over / is a functor D: /-> ß.

(5) A more detailed analysis of these topological constructions will be made in Coreflective

subcategories in general topology.
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(ii) A lower bound of a diagram D in © over 7 is a family {L 2i> D(i)} (where i runs

through the objects of 7) such that for each morphism m: i~>j in 7, the diagram

commutes.

(iii) A limit of a diagram D in © over 7 is a lower bound {LiL> D(i)} of D such

that for any lower bound {L3L» D(i)} of D, there exists a unique morphism

f-.L'-^-L such that for each i the diagram

commutes.

Definition 3. A category © is said to be complete provided that for each small

category, 7, every diagram in © over 7 has a limit.

Dual notions are upper bound of a diagram, colimit of a diagram, and cocomplete.

Theorem 1 (Freyd). Let I be a small category and 'übe a coreflective subcategory

of a category (í.Ifa diagram D in 9i over I has a colimit {D(i) 2i> L} in ©, then L is

m%

Proof. Let ca : Pa -*■ L be the coreflection morphism for L. Then for each /' in 7

there exists a morphism q\: £>(/) -+L% such that c%q[=qi. Thus for any morphism

m: i-^-j in 7, the diagram

commutes. Hence {D{i) 2l> Pa} is an upper bound of D in © over 7, so that there

exists a morphism/: L ->-Pa such that for each / in 7,/o¡=oí. Therefore

(ca/)tf¡ = ca(/c?i) = c%q[ = o¡ = lLqt
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for each i in /, so that by the uniqueness condition in the definition of colimit,

cssf=lL. Thus ca(/ca) = (ca/)ca=lLCM = C2ili.3i, so that by Lemma 1, fc<n=\L%.

Hence c% is an isomorphism, so that since 9Í is replete in S, F is in 91.

Corollary 1. Each coreflective subcategory of a cocomplete category is itself

cocomplete and is a cocomplete subcategory.

Corollary 2.1f(& is a category which has coproducts and if'it is a coreflective

subcategory of(£, then 91 is closed under the formation of coproducts.

Theorem 2 (Freyd). Let I be a small category and let % be a coreflective sub-

category of a category (£, with coreflection morphisms c%: X<&^- X. If a diagram D

in 21 over I has a limit {L ii> £>(/)} in 6, then it has the limit {Fa -2Ü». F íi> D(i)}

in%.

Proof. Clearly {L% "|CM> F>(/)} is a lower bound of D in 91 over F Suppose that

{A Ii> F>(/)} is also a lower bound of D in 91 over I. Since {F.2i> D(i)} is a limit, there

exists a unique morphism/: A-> L such that for each i in I, r^qrf". Thus since c%\

is a coreflection, there exists a unique morphism/': A -s-F^ such that for each i

in F the diagram

commutes. Hence {L% qiC'&> D(i)} is a limit of D in 9Í over F

Corollary. Each coreflective subcategory of a complete category is itself com-

plete {but is not necessarily a complete subcategory).

Definition 4. Let (£ be a category.

(i) A morphism/: A —> B in (£ is called an extremal epimorphism (or an extremal

quotient of A) provided that the following conditions are satisfied:

(1) /is an epimorphism.

(2) If for some morphism h and some monomorphism g,f=gh; then g is an

isomorphism.

(ii) An object, B, is said to be an extremal quotient object of A provided that

there exists an extremal epimorphism /: A -> B.

Dual notions are extremal monomorphism and extremal subobject.

Notation. -» and -*» will denote epimorphisms and extremal epimorphisms,

respectively, while >-> and »-+ will denote monomorphisms and extremal mono-

morphisms.
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Remark. The notions of extremal epimorphism and extremal monomorphism

are due to Isbell [15]. They are important concepts for several reasons.

1. For abelian categories, they are exactly the epimorphisms and mono-

morphisms, respectively. More generally, balanced categories can be characterized

as those categories for which the epimorphisms are precisely the extremal epi-

morphisms or as those for which the monomorphisms are precisely the extremal

monomorphisms.

2. In general categories, extremal epimorphisms lie in strength between the

retractions and the epimorphisms, but still have an important property of the

retractions, namely, a morphism is simultaneously an extremal epimorphism and

a monomorphism if and only if it is an isomorphism. The dual statements are valid

for extremal monomorphisms.

3. In particular categories for which the notions of retractions and coretractions

are so restrictive that they are hard to work with, and the notions of epimorphism

and monomorphism are too weak to have much significance, the extremal epi-

morphisms and extremal monomorphisms seem to be the mappings with real

categorical relevance. For example, in the category of topological spaces and con-

tinuous functions, the retractions are the topological retractions, the epimorphisms

are the onto maps, and the extremal epimorphisms are the quotient maps; the

coretractions are topological embeddings whose images are retracts in the range,

the monomorphisms are the one-to-one maps, and the extremal monomorphisms

are the topological embeddings.

4. Extremal epimorphisms and extremal monomorphisms have special relevance

to the theory of coreflections and reflections, as will be seen throughout the

remainder of this paper(6).

One disadvantage connected with these morphisms is that, in general, there is

no guarantee that the composition of extremal epimorphisms is an extremal epi-

morphism, or dually, that extremal monomorphisms are closed under compositions.

We shall see below, however, (Proposition 5) that for categories satisfying a

certain "morphism lifting" property (which are actually the categories of interest

to us) these compositions are well behaved(7).

Proposition 2. 7« any category, if e: X^- Y is an equalizer for morphisms

fig: F—> W, then e is an extremal monomorphism.

(6) There are other types of epi(mono)morphisms, such as the special epi(mono)morphisms

of Hilton [10], which can assume the role of extremal epi(mono)morphisms throughout much

of the remainder of the paper. Indeed most of the following results can be reformulated in

terms of bicategorical structures (cf. [13] and [18]). However, to do so would not significantly

increase the generality of the results, and would in some cases decrease their generality.

(7) Other conditions which guarantee the preservation of these properties under com-

positions are given in [15].
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Proof. First, e must be a monomorphism since if «, k : U -> X are morphisms

such that eh—ek, then

f(ek) =f{eh) - {fe)h = (ge)« = g(eh) = g(eÂ:),

so that by the definition of equalizer there is a unique morphism I: U -> X such

that el—ek = eh. Thus l=k = h.

To show that e is extremal, suppose that e = rs where s : A' —> Z is an epimorphism.

(ß)s = Ars) =fe = ge = g(rs) = (gr)s.

Thus since s is an epimorphism, fr=gr, so that there exists a morphism t such that

ei=r. Now e(ts) = (et)s = rs = e = elx, so that since e is a monomorphism, íj=1x.

Hence j is a coretraction and an epimorphism, so it is an isomorphism.

Proposition 3. Every coreflective subcategory of any category is closed under

the formation of retracts.

Proof. Suppose that 9t is a coreflective subcategory of©, A is an object of 21 and

g: A —>■ Xis a retraction in ©. Let c%: Aa -> X be the coreflection morphism for X

and let/: X -^- A be a morphism such that g/= lx. By the definition of coreflection

there exists a morphism g': A-+ X% such that the diagram

Xa —^*
►

commutes. Now c%(g'f) = {c%g')f=gf= lx. Also each of lx?t and (g/)ca makes the

diagram

Jfa —^-*X

X<x

commute, so that by Lemma 1, (g'f)c%= lXw Hence ca is an isomorphism, so that

X is an object of 91.

Proposition 4. Every mono-coreflective subcategory of any category is closed

under the formation of extremal quotients.

Proof. Let 9Í be mono-coreflective in ©, A an object of 91,/: A ->■ Xan extremal

epimorphism and c%: X<% -> X the coreflection morphism for X. By Definition 1,

there exists some/': A -> la such that c%f'=f; but since ca is a monomorphism,

and/is an extremal epimorphism, c% must be an isomorphism.
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3. Factorization properties.

Definition 5. A morphism/in a category © is said to have

(i) an (extremal) epi-mono factorization  provided  that  for some  (extremal)

epimorphism g in (£ and some monomorphism h in (E,f=hg;

(ii) a unique extremal epi-mono factorization provided that it has an extremal epi-

mono factorization f=hg and iff=h'g' is an extremal epi-mono factorization, then

there exists an isomorphism u in (£, such that the diagram

commutes.

Definition 6. A category S is said to have

(i) the {extremal) epi-mono factorization property provided that each of its

morphisms has an (extremal) epi-mono factorization;

(ii) the unique extremal epi-mono factorization property provided that each of

its morphisms has a unique extremal epi-mono factorization;

(iii) the strong unique extremal epi-mono factorization property provided that it

has the unique extremal epi-mono factorization property and, in ©, the composition

of extremal epimorphisms is an extremal epimorphism.

Dual notions are : (strong) (unique) epi-(extremal) mono factorization property.

Remark. Although at first glance it may seem to be a fairly stringent require-

ment, Theorem 3, below, and its corollary show that most categories which are

frequently studied have both the unique extremal epi-mono factorization property

and the unique epi-extremal mono factorization property. Consequently since the

requirement that the composition of extremal epimorphisms be an extremal epi-

morphism and that the composition of extremal monomorphisms be an extremal

monomorphism is not very restrictive, many of the familiar categories have both

the strong unique extremal epi-mono factorization property and the strong unique

epi-extremal mono factorization property.

Theorem 3. Let © be a category which

(i) has products,

(ii) has the epi-mono factorization property,

(iii) is either locally small or colocally small;

then K has the unique extremal epi-mono factorization property.

Proof. Let /: X -> F be a morphism in (£. We wish to find a unique extremal

epi-mono factorization for / By (iii) there exists a set {X j£¿, St ¿üí». Y, i e /} such
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that each epi-mono factorization of/is (up to isomorphism) of the formf=miei

for some ;'. Let {F fü> S¡} be a product of the family {Sh i e I}. There exists a mor-

phism g: X^-P such that for each i el, Pig — e^ Let g = me be an epi-mono

factorization for g. Thus for each /', the diagram

commutes.

Now for each /', j e I,

(mip¡m)e = m¡(/>¡g) = m^ = / = mfr = m/^g) = (m^^e.

Therefore since e is an epimorphism, mipim=mjpjm for all i,j e I. Let us call this

morphism q.

(1) q is a monomorphism.

Let h and A: be morphisms such that qh=qk. Then for each i e I, miPimh=qh =

qk = m¡Pimk, so that since m¡ is a monomorphism p¡mh =p¡mk. Thus mh = mk,

and since m is a monomorphism, A = fc. Thus we have that /= qe is an epi-mono

factorization for / so that we may assume that there is some k e I such that (up

to isomorphism) e = ek and q = mk.

(2) e = ek is an extremal epimorphism.

Let e=uv be a factorization of ek where m is a monomorphism, and let v=rs be

an epi-mono factorization off. Then (mkur)s is an epi-mono factorization of/ so

that there exists some iel and isomorphism t: Si-+ V such that the following

diagram commutes.

Now consider the morphism w = rtpim.

mk(uw) = (mkurt)pim = w¡^,ffj = mk = mk\Sk.
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Since mk is a monomorphism, we have uw= lSk. Thus u is a retraction. Since it is a

monomorphism, it must be an isomorphism.

(3) The extremal epi-mono factorization f=mkek is unique.

Suppose that there is some other extremal epi-mono factorization for /. By (iii)

it has (up to isomorphism) the totmf=m^et for some 7 e I. We wish to show that

Pjm is an isomorphism.

Sk

Let g' and «' be morphisms such that (pjm)g' = (pjm)h'. Then mkg' = (mjpjm)g'

= (miPjmfh' = mkh' ; so that since mk is a monomorphism it follows that g' = h'. Thus

p¡m is a monomorphism. But {p¡m)ek is a factorization of e¡, which is an extremal

epimorphism. Hence p^m is an isomorphism.

Corollary. If © is a category which has products and coproducts, is epi-mono

factorable, and is either locally small or colocally small, then © has both the unique

extremal epi-mono factorization property and the unique epi-extremal mono factoriza-

tion property.

Remark. The following proposition gives a characterization of the strong unique

extremal epi-mono factorization property in terms of a certain diagram diagonaliz-

ing property.

Proposition 5. 7/© is a category which has the extremal epi-mono factorization

property, then the following are equivalent:

(1) © has the strong unique extremal epi-mono factorization property.

(2) For each commutative diagram in © of the form

f

B-g^D

there exists a unique morphism e: 7J> —>- A such that the diagram

f

commutes.
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Proof. [(1) => (2)]. By factoring each of h and k, we obtain

Then (fq)r and s(tg) are each extremal epi-mono factorizations of fh. Thus there

exists an isomorphism v: F-^-E such that s=fqv and r = vtg. Then e=qvt is the

required morphism.

[(2) => (1)]. Suppose that rs = tu are each extremal epi-mono factorizations. By

(2) there exist morphisms v and w such that the diagrams

commute. Thus, (vw)s=v(ws) = vu = s and t(wv) = (tw)v = rv = t. Hence since 5 is

an epimorphism and t is a monomorphism, v is an isomorphism. Therefore S

has the unique extremal epi-mono factorization property.

To show that the property is "strong", let / and g be extremal epimorphisms

such that the composition gf is defined and such that gf=kh where A: is a mono-

morphism. Making use of (2) twice, we obtain the existence of morphisms p and q

which make the diagram

-w* Y >«• Z
/ "       S

commute. Thus k is both a monomorphism and a retraction, so that it is an iso-

morphism; which shows that g fis an extremal epimorphism.

4. Mono-coreflcctions vs. coreflections. The list of examples in §2 tends to lead

one to believe that the study of coreflections is general might not be seriously

handicapped if one studied only mono-coreflective subcategories. In this section

we will show some more reasons for the emphasis on mono-coreflections. Theorem

4, which generalizes a theorem stated in the dual by Kennison [18] shows that for

categories with "reasonable" properties, each coreflection has a categorical splitting

into two mono-coreflections. The generalization seems to be significant since there

is no requirement that the categories under consideration be locally small, colocally

small, have pushouts or be closed under products or coproducts as is the case in

[18].
This natural emphasis on mono-coreflections as opposed to coreflections in

general is also not particularly surprising since, in the dual case, nearly every well-
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known example of a reflective subcategory is epi-reflective. However, most well-

known examples of reflections are not mono-reflections, so that it is surprising that

in so many standard categories (e.g. topological spaces, uniform spaces, and ordered

sets) all coreflections are epi-coreflections (and so by Proposition 1 are also mono-

coreflections). Theorem 5 below shows that the reason for this is that for these

categories, there exist "enough" constant morphisms.

Theorem 4 (Splitting Theorem). Let © be a category with the strong unique

extremal epi-mono factorization property. Let 21 be a coreflective subcategory of ©

with coreflection morphisms c%: X% —> X. Then if So is the subcategory o/© composed

of all extremal quotient objects of objects in 21, the following statements are valid:

(1) 23 is mono-coreflective in ©. {We denote the coreflection morphisms by

í7sb • X% —> X.)

(2) 21 is both epi-coreflective in 23 and mono-coreflective in 23 ; in fact, the co-

reflection morphisms b%: Pa —>- B are even extremal epimorphisms in ©.

(3) For each X in © the diagram

gives the unique extremal epi-mono factorization of c% in ©.

(4) 21 = 23 provided that 2t is mono-coreflective in ©.

Proof of (1). Let X be an object of ©. The coreflection c%: Aa —► X has an ex-

tremal epi-mono factorization

X% ca

b\     Ah

X<b

By the definition of 23, As is an object of 23. We wish to show that c7¡b is a co-

reflection for 23.

Assume that B is in 23 and/: B —► X. By the definition of 23, there exists some A

in 21 and some extremal epimorphism g: A —> B. Now since c% is a coreflection and

fg: A -> X, there exists a unique morphism k:A-*X% such that the diagram

X% ~^
a

byS     /d%
X<8

A  —^B
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commutes. According to Proposition 5 there exists a unique /' such that the

diagram

X<5

b%k
S

f
-***■ B

commutes. Hence 23 is mono-coreflective in d.

Proof of (2) and (3). Let B be an object of 23. Since B is an object of ©, there

exists a coreflection morphism c% : X%^- B. To show that c% is an extremal epi-

morphism in ©, let

X<&
c% ■*■ B

/d%

be the extremal epi-mono factorization of c%. By (1), d® is a coreflection morphism

so that there exists a morphism/such that the diagram

commutes. Thus d% is a retraction and a monomorphism, so it is an isomorphism.

Hence ca is an extremal epimorphism in K. By Proposition 1, b% is also a mono-

morphism in 23. (3) follows immediately from this construction.

Proof of (4). If 21 = 23, by (1), 91 is mono-coreflective in S. The converse follows

from Proposition 4.

Definition 7. A morphism/: X —> Fin a category, (£, is called constant pro-

vided that for each object Z in 6 and for each pair of morphisms g, h : Z -»• X, it

follows that fg=fh.

Definition 8. A category © is said to be constant-generated provided that for

each pair of objects (X, Y) in (£

(i) the set of morphisms from X to F is nonempty,

(ii) if/ g: X^- Y are distinct morphisms, then there exists an object Z and a

constant morphism k:Z-> X such that gk and fk are distinct.

Dual notions are coconstant morphisms and coconstant-generated categories.

Remark. Many natural, often used categories are constant-generated; for

example, the categories of nonempty sets, nonempty ordered sets, nonempty

topological spaces, nonempty Hausdorff spaces, and nonempty uniform spaces.

However, there is a paucity of well-known categories which are coconstant-
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generated. The category of all Boolean algebras is coconstant-generated. In that

category the coconstant morphisms are precisely the 2-valued homomorphisms.

Lemma 2. In any category, iff: X-> X is a morphism and g: X —s- Y is a constant

morphism, then gf=g.

Lemma 3. 7« any category, iff, g: A"->- Y are constant morphisms, h: Z -> A*is a

morphism and the set of morphisms from X to Z is nonempty, then fh=gh implies

thatf=g.

Proof. Let k:X-*Z be a morphism. By Lemma 2, f=f(hk) = (fh)k = (gh)k

=g(hk)=g.

Theorem 5. If 2Í is a coreflective subcategory of a constant-generated category,

©, then 21 is both mono-coreflective and epi-coreflective in ©.

Proof. Let X be an object of© and let c%: Aa —► X be the coreflection morphism.

By Proposition 1, we need only show that ca is an epimorphism.

Suppose that/ g: X^- Y are distinct morphisms. By Definition 8, there exists

a constant morphism k:Z-^- X such that fk^gk. Clearly fk and gk are constant

morphisms. Let A be an object of 21, and let h: A->Z be arbitrary. Then by

Lemma 3, fkh^gkh. Now c% is a coreflection morphism so that there exists a

morphism s: A ->- Aa such that the diagram

4       Î*
A   —f^Z

commutes. Thus (fc^)s=f(kh)^=g(kh) = (gc<n)s, so that fc%=£gc%. Hence c% is an

epimorphism.

Remark. Additional results about constant morphisms in categories and about

their relationship to coreflections can be found in [8]. For example: Each left-

closed subcategory of a factorable, locally small, pointed category, ©, with co-

products, is mono-coreflective in ©.

5. Characterizations of mono-coreflections. The last section has shown some

reasons for the importance of mono-coreflections. This section contains two

general theorems which characterize them. The first goes back to a theorem of

Freyd [5, p. 87] which has been improved by Isbell [14], Kennison [18], and Baron

[1], [2]. Kennison [17], van der Slot [9] and the first author of this paper [7], [9],

also investigated the dual theorem (i.e., the characterization of epi-reflections) for

the special case of categories of topological spaces. The current version (Theorem

6) further refines the previous ones. The second characterization theorem (Theorem

8) generalizes a similar theorem of the first author of this paper [7, Theorem 1.21]

which dealt especially with categories of topological spaces.
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Theorem 6. Ifd is a category which

(i) is locally small,

(ii) has coproducts,

(iii) has the extremal epi-mono factorization property;

and ifii is a subcategory o/(£, then the following statements are equivalent:

(1) 9Í is mono-coreflective in (£.

(2) 9Í is closed under the formation of coproducts and extremal quotient objects.

Proof. The second corollary to Theorem 1 and Proposition 4 show that (1)

implies (2). To show that (2) implies (1), let X be an object of© and let {At ̂  X}

be a representative class of all subobjects of X which belong to 21. By (i) this class

is a set, so that by (2) it has a coproduct {A¡ ÜT> A} in 9Í. By the definition of co-

product, there exists a morphism g: A —>■ X such that for each i

Ai—±->A

V
X

commutes. Let

A-?—► X

I
X%

be the extremal epi-mono factorization of g. By (2) Xsi is in 91. We wish to show

that ça is a coreflection morphism.

Let A' be any object of 91, /: A' -* X an arbitrary morphism and

A' -£-+ X

V
D

an extremal epi-mono factorization of/ Thus by (2) D is in 9Í, so that since

{Ai jüí». X} is a representative class of all 9t-subobjects of X, we can assume that

D »J^. X is the same as A, ^ X for some / Thus we have the following com-

mutative diagram:

X% >    C'M   > X

X
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Let f' = hujt. Then/': A' -s- Aa and c%f' = c<n(hujt) = (guj)t=gjt=f. The unique-

ness of/' follows from the fact that c% is a monomorphism. Thus c% is a coreflection

morphism.

Definition 9. Let 7 be a small category, © a category, 2t a subcategory of ©,

and D: 7->- © a diagram in © over 7. D is said to be partially in 21 provided that for

every object i in 7, there exists an object j in 7 such that D(j) is in 2t and there is

some morphism m:j—* i.

Definition 10. A subcategory 21 of a category © is said to be strongly closed

under limits in © provided that each limit in © of every diagram which is partially

in 21 is itself in 2t. This definition may be restricted to a special type of limit such

as equalizers or pullbacks, in which case we would say that 2t is strongly closed

under equalizers or strongly closed under pullbacks. For example, 2Í is strongly

closed under pullbacks if and only if for each pullback diagram

P -► X

I      !
Y  ->Z

in © with X and Y in 2Í, it follows that P is in 2Í.

Remark. Although it makes no difference from a categorical point of view, for

the sake of convenience, we will state and prove the following two theorems in the

language of the dual realm of reflective subcategories. The first theorem is related

to Theorem 1.

Theorem 7. 7/21 is an epi-reflective subcategory of a category ©, then 21 is strongly

closed under limits in ©.

Proof. (1) Let D: 7->© be a diagram in © over 7 which is partially in 2Í. Let

{Lii> D(i)} be a limit of D, let J = {iel\ D(i) e 21}, and let r%: L -> L% denote the

reflection epimorphism. Thus for each j in J there exists a unique q¡:L%-^- D(j)

such that the diagram

commutes.

(2) Now for each i in 7, there exists some î in J and some m¡ : î —> i. For each / in

7, let í¡ = £>(«?,) and define ti = síq'¡: La '-*■ D(i).

(3) {Pa %- D(i)} is a lower bound of D in © over 7; for since {L 31^ D(i)} is a limit,

for each morphism m: /_—>j in 7, all of the indicated triangles of the following

diagram are commutative
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D(i)

D(m)

D(j)

and D(m)ql=qi. Thus we have D(m)tir%= D(m)qi=qj = tjr%, and since r% is an

epimorphism, FJ(m)ii = rJ.

(4) By (3) and the definition of limit there exists a morphism h: L%^ L such

that for each i, qji = r¡. Thus for each /', the diagram

D(i)

commutes; so that each of 1L and hr% is a morphism/: L^-L such that for each

i,qif=qi. Hence by the uniqueness requirement in Definition 2(iii), \L = hr<&.

Consequently, r» is an epimorphism and a coretraction, so that it is an isomorphism.

Thus L is in 91.

Theorem 8. Let ® be a category which

(i) is complete,

(ii) is colocally small,

(iii) has the epi-extremal mono factorization property,

(iv) has the property that each extremal monomorphism is an equalizer.

If % is a subcategory o/(£, then the following are equivalent:

(1) 91 is epi-reflective in ©.

(2) 9Í is strongly closed under limits.
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(3) 2t is strongly closed under products^) and fullbacks.

(4) 9f is strongly closed under products and inverse images.

(5) 91 is strongly closed under products and finite intersections.

(6) 2Í is strongly closed under products and intersections.

(7) 9Í is strongly closed under products and equalizers.

(8) 91 is strongly closed under products and extremal subobjects.

Proof. We will show that (1) => (2) => (3) => (4) » (5) => (7) => (8) => (1) and

(2) => (6) => (5).
By Theorem 7, (1) => (2); since products and pullbacks are limits, (2) => (3);

since inverse images are pullbacks, (3) => (4); and since finite intersections are

inverse images, (4) => (5). By (iv), (7) => (8), and by Theorem 6, (8) => (1). Since

all intersections are limits, (2) => (6), and (6) => (5) trivially. Thus it remains to be

shown that (5) => (7).

Suppose that 91 is strongly closed under products and finite intersections and

that/ g: A —> X are morphisms in (£, where A is an object of 91. We wish to show

that the equalizer of / and g is in 91. Let {A x X, pA, px} be a product with its

projection morphisms. Let/ g: A -*■ A x X be the morphisms determined by the

morphism pairs (lA,f) and (\A, g), respectively.

Let h and k be morphisms such that fh=fk. Then pAfh =pAfk, so that lAh=lAk.

Hence / is a monomorphism. Likewise g is a monomorphism, so that since 9t is

strongly closed under finite intersections, the intersection (Q, a, ß) is such that Q

is in 9Í and such that the diagram

Q-Z—+A

4       ¡r
A ^—r-> A x X

8

commutes. Thus/a=gjS so that

a = lAa = pja = pAgß = \Aß = ß.

Hence

g<* = (Pxg)" = Px(g<*) = Fx(/«) = (Px/)" = fa-

so that (Q, a) is a lower bound of the diagram

/
A—> X.

g

(e) Note that by Definition 10, to be strongly closed under products is equivalent to being

closed under products.
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Suppose that E±> A is such that fu=gu. Then fu=gu so that there exists a unique

map s: £->- Q such that the diagram

u

V
-¿-* Ax X
g

commutes. Consequently, (Q, a) is an equalizer for/and g.

Remark. In the above theorem, note that if the word "strongly" is left out,

(2), (3), (4), (5), (6) and (7) remain equivalent. However in this form they do not

characterize epi-reflections.

6. Generation of mono-coreflective subcategories. The following proposition is

an immediate consequence of Theorem 6.

Proposition 6. If& is a category which

(i) is locally small,

(ii) has coproducts,

(iii) has the extremal epi-mono factorization property;

then the intersection of any collection of mono-coreflective subcategories o/© is a

mono-coreflective subcategory of(í.

Lemma 4. Let © be any category with the strong unique extremal epi-mono

factorization property. Then if{Si Hl> S) and {X¡ ïi> X} are coproducts in © and if for

each i there exists an extremal epimorphism et : St —> Xt, then the uniquely determined

morphism e : S —> X which for each i makes the diagram

S, --S— S

'•I Ie
X,      »,     ' *

commute is an extremal epimorphism.

Proof. Let p and q be morphisms such that pe=qe. Then for each /, peut = qeUi,

so thatpviei=qvlei. But each e¡ is an epimorphism, so that we ha\epvi=qvi for each

i. Thus by the definition of coproduct/>=o. Hence e is an epimorphism.

To show that e is extremal, we let gfbe a factorization of e, where g is a mono-

morphism. Then by Proposition 5, for each i there exists a morphism w¡ which

makes the diagram
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X( —-z-> X

commute. Thus by the definition of coproduct, there exists a morphism h: X—^Z

such that for each i, h>,=A»|. Hence for each /, ghVi=gWi = Vi = \xVi, so that gh = lx.

Therefore g is a monomorphism and a retraction, so that it is an isomorphism.

Proposition 7. If(£ is a category which

(i) is locally small,

(ii) has coproducts,

(iii) has the extremal epi-mono factorization property,

and if 2Í is a subcategory of © ; then there exists a smallest mono-coreflective sub-

category, 23, o/S containing 9Í. Furthermore //(£ has the strong unique extremal epi-

mono factorization property, then the objects of 23 are exactly all extremal quotient

objects of coproducts of objects in 9Í.

Proof. Since via the identity functor, (£ is mono-coreflective in itself, the first

conclusion follows immediately from Proposition 6. Let S) be the subcategory of

91 whose objects are all the extremal quotient objects of coproducts of objects in 9t.

To prove the second conclusion of the proposition, we must show that CB = 23.

By Theorem 6 it is clear that 'S) is a subcategory of 23 and that to show that 23 is a

subcategory of ® it is sufficient to show that IB is closed under the formation of

coproducts and extremal quotient objects. By Definition 6(iii), D is closed under

the formation of extremal quotient objects. To show that it is closed under the

formation of coproducts, let {X¡ £i> X} be a coproduct where each Xt is in ï>. By

the construction of 'S), for each i there exists an object St and an extremal epi-

morphism q¡: St —> Xt, where each S¡ is the object of a coproduct {5) Ü2> S¡} where

each Sj is in 91. Let {5} f£> S} be a coproduct of all of the 5). By the definition of

coproduct, for each i there exists a morphism / : 5{ —>• S such that the diagram

■*

//

commutes. Hence {S¡ Zi> S} is a coproduct and by Lemma 4, the unique morphism

e : S -> X which makes the diagram

Xi -±-»X

•7,f Ie

.'l*>_

J/
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commute is an extremal epimorphism. Thus X is an extremal quotient object of a

sum of objects in 2(, so that X is in %,

Notation. We denote the smallest mono-coreflective subcategory of © which

contains 2t by ©(31).

Definition 11. If 3Í is a subcategory of a category, ©, then a morphism

/: X-> Y in © is said to be %-liftable provided that for each object A in 21 and

each morphism g: ¿4—> Y, there exists a unique morphism g': A —> X such that

g=fg'-

Theorem 9. 7/© is a category which

(i) is locally small,

(ii) has coproducts,

(iii) has the strong unique extremal epi-mono factorization property,

and if 2Í is any subcategory of ©, then each monomorphism in © which is %-liftable

is also ©(30-/{/"table.

Proof. Let/: A"-> F be the given monomorphism. Let B be an object of ©(21)

and let g: B -> 7. By Proposition 7 there exists a coproduct L4¡ ïi> 5} of objects of

2t and an extremal epimorphism h : S —> B. Now for each /', ghu¡ : ^4¡ -> 7, so that

by the hypothesis there exists a unique morphism v¡: At —> A" such that/yi=g«wi.

Thus by the definition of coproduct, there exists a unique morphism v: S-> X

such that for each /, vl = cui. Finally, by Proposition 5, there exists a unique mor-

phism g': B -*■ A' such that the diagram

A>-^^ K

commutes. Thus/is ©(30-liftable.

Corollary. Let © be a category which

(i) is locally small,

(ii) «era coproducts,

(iii) «as i/ie strong unique extremal epi-mono factorization property.

Then if% is a subcategory o/©, A" an object o/©(2t),/: A"-*- Y any %-liftable mono-

morphism, and cc(a) : ÎE(sn -*■ 7 the coreflection morphism for Y, then f: X-> Y

andc<i(%y. Fura) —>■ Y are isomorphic subobjects so that fis essentially the coreflection

ce(3i).
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